
	  

Weekly Bass Lessons 
How To Analyze A Transcription Or Phrase: Week 4 

 
 
II V I Riff From Charlie Parkers Solo On Donna Lee 
 
This lesson is to really help you analyze your transcriptions and phrases correctly. 
 
You won’t believe the amount to gold and worth you can find in such a simple phrase. Most of the time the 
enormity of a transcription and the technical difficulty in learning it on our instruments we forget to really 
see the true value. This lesson I’m sure will open your eyes to some things you may of other wise missed. 
 
The idea to me about transcribing is not just to take someone else’s improvisation and play it as a lick within 
your own “improvisations” but to take the transcription and really analyze it with your intellect along with 
your ears to try and figure out the puzzle of how it was created.  
 
The ultimate goal really for me is to learn the phrase inside and out, I want to really try to put myself inside 
the improvisers mind. It’s like putting a puzzle together backwards. Starting with the end result and trying to 
piece together the tools used and needed to create it. Then try to create goal driven lessons to practice to 
get these techniques imbedded in my own way of playing organically. 
 
In the Tony Grey Bass Academy the main focus is to help and guide you through a system of creative goal 
driven lessons and courses for you to create your own voice as an improvising musician whatever style you 
are playing. 
 
 Here is a list of questions I ask myself when analyzing any transcription or phrase: 
 

• How long is the Phrase? (Where does the phase begin and end?) 
 

• What are the Chords the phrase is being played over? (Is it outlining the written chords above the 
passage or is it anticipating the upcoming chords? You have to use your ears to really hear what’s 
going on?) 

 
• What tools are being used to create the Phrase? (Chord Tones? Approach Tones? Passing Tones? 

Tensions? Does it sound inside or outside? Is it quoting the melody? etc…) 
 

• What’s going on rhythmically? (Look to see how the phrase is being shaped) 
 



	  

• How is the phrase being played? (Look at the dynamics of the passage, is it loud? Is it soft? Does it 
have a shape to it? Dynamics really makes the music “music” 

 
In this weeks lesson I have taken a II V I phrase from the master “Charlie Parkers” great improvised solo from 
the BeBop Standard “Donna Lee”. I have transposed the phrase into the Key of C for simplicity’s sake for this 
lesson. 
 
In the Key of C Major a II V I Chord Progression is D-7 (II-7) G7 (V7) Cmaj7 (Imaj7). 
 
This progression of chords is the most common you will find in all styles of music.  
 
There is nothing stronger than a Cycle 5 within the Root motion. 
 
For example: D down a perfect 5th is G. G down a perfect 5th is C. 
 
All 3 Chords are derived from the C Major Modes 
 
I won’t go into fundamental harmony in too much depth but I will give you an outline to get you through 
this lesson. If you want to study Harmony in more depth please join us at www.tonygreybassacademy.com 
for more information on the lessons and courses we provide. 
 
Here are the Names, Chords and Roman Numeral Function connected to the C Major Modes. 
 
C Major Modes 
 

1. C Major/Ionian _ Imaj7 _ Cmaj7 
2. D Dorian _ II-7 _ D-7 
3. E Phrygian _ III-7 _ E-7 
4. F Lydian _ IVmaj7 _ Fmaj7 
5. G Mixolydian _ V7 _ G7 
6. A Aeolian _ VI-7 _ A-7 
7. B Locrian _ VII-7(b5) _ B-7(b5) 

 
You can see here that the D-7, G7 and Cmaj7 are all part of the Major Modes with the Roots separated by an 
interval of a 5th. The pull of the Chord Tones really gives the direction of this progression so strong. For more 
information on this subject visit the Tony Grey Bass Academy. 
 
Here is the II V I phrase we are analyzing. 
 



	  

 
 
Dynamics And Time Feel 
 
When improvising you really want to eliminate the thought process and have everything sound like second 
nature. There is nothing worse than second-guessing yourself and sounding tentative when playing. It 
makes the listener and other musicians lose confidence and interest in what you are playing.  
 
It is so important to not only practice in an organized creative manor, it’s so important to really immerse 
yourself in the music you are trying to play. Listen to the masters and the classic recordings.  
 
You really have to love what you do and really hear it inside and out. If you can’t hear it, you can’t play it. 
 
In the video demonstration you can here the dynamics used in the line. They really make the phrase sing.  
 
The time feel is really laid back and relaxed. The most important thing is to make you lines Swing and Sing… 
 
Analysis 
 
Bar 1 
 

 
 
 



	  

Chord Tones 
 
This phrase starts on the D-7 Chord. First lets look at the Chord Tones as nothing spells out the harmony 
better than the Chord Tones. In-fact really when we get into transcribing and analyzing phrases we will 
notice that everything is about the Chord Tones and different creative ways of connecting them together 
with the use of various tools such as. Approach Tones, Passing Tones, Tensions etc… The first bar in this 
phrase is a perfect example. 
 
Here are the Chord Tones for the D-7  
 
D – F – A – C  
 

 
 
Beat 1 
 
Beat 1 starts out with the b3rd (F) followed by a C#. The C# is not a Chord Tone or a part of the related scale. It 
is a strong technique used in music and you will find it all over the place in grooves, melodies, solos etc. It is 
a Chromatic Approach From Below To Chord Tone. This is a really strong sound to mark Chord Tones 
within a phrase. 
 
Already in the 1st beat we have so material to work on. It’s just how you practice it that will give you the 
vocabulary you are looking for to make all this to become second nature. Here are the Chromatic Approach 
From Below To Chord Tones for the D-7. 
 

 
 
You can practice this sound and these approaches with the D-7 Sustained Chord. You can find all the 
Sustained Chords found within the Major Modes here at www.tonygreybassacademy.com (WE NEED THE 
CORRECT LINK) 
 
Practicing along with related chords really helps us hear and understand the value of these approaches. In 
the Tony Grey Bass Academy we have in-depth courses on all the different Approach To Chord Tones 
where you learn how to become creative with the concept and get it into your playing organically. 



	  

In the video demonstration I show you some different ways to practice these Chromatic Approach From 
Below To Chord Tones for the D-7. 
 
Here are some steps to follow when practicing this stuff creatively. 
 

• Identify the Chord Tones all over the fingerboard and play these approaches. 
 

• Learn these approaches on each of the Strings one at a time. The reason for practicing on a single 
string is to escape the trap of learning things only as a pattern. Learning patterns and shapes is a 
good thing, but we have to be careful of developing too much muscle memory where we will end up 
playing this pattern out of habit more than musical choice. Playing and practicing on Single Strings 
really helps us hear the concept rather than just have it as another shape to play. There is a lot of 
value in this approach concept. 

 
• Once you have learned the approach pattern on the single strings, practice them in creative ways 

around your fingerboard. Create sequential lines to practice and play. 
 
Beat 2 – Beat 3 
 
Beat 2 starts off with an 8th note triplet. The triplet spells out a D Minor Triad this continues into Beat 3 with 
the b7th degree spelling out the full D-7. 
 
Beat 3 continues with the 8th notes E and G.  
 
One way we find our upper structure tensions is by continuing to build the Chord with intervals of a diatonic 
3rd. If we continue building a D-7 with intervals of a diatonic 3rd using notes from the C Major Scale we find 
our available Diatonic Tensions for the Minor 7 Chord. 
 

 
 
Chord Tones work and sound best especially for the Major and Minor Chords when they are a Whole Step 
above the Chord Tone.  
 

• We can see the note E (Tension 9) is a Whole Step above the Root (D) 
• The note G (Tension 11) is a Whole Step above the b3rd (F) 
• The note B (Tension 13) is a Whole Step above the 5th (A) 

 



	  

Upper Structure Tensions are a very common tool used for Solos. 
 
Upper Structure Triads 
 
Another important things to recognize are the Triads that can be built above the Chord. For example: When 
add the available diatonic tensions above the D-7 Chord they spell out an E Minor Triad. 
 

 
 
You can visualize this as a Minor Triad a Whole Step above the Chord.  
 
Here are 2 fingering patterns for the 4 String bass for the D-7 with Tensions 9, 11 and 13. 
 

         The fingering pattern starts with the 4th finger on the 10th  
         Fret of the E String.  
 
         The fingering pattern is 4 – 2 – 1 – 4 – 1 – 4 – 3  
          
     

 
 

         The fingering pattern starts with the 1st finger on the 10th  
         Fret of the E String.  
 
         The fingering pattern is 1 – 4 – 1 – 4 – 1 – 4 – 3  
          
     
 
 
 

 
 



	  

Here are all the Triads and 4 Note Chords we can use in our own improvisations to create interesting lines 
and colors. 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Beat 4 
 
The last 8th note in Bar 1 is Gb, which gives a double function to the previous note.  
 

 
 



	  

You can view this G and Gb as an Embellished Whole Step Scale Approach From Above To Chord Tone. 
The Target here is the downbeat of Bar 2 which is the note F which is a Chord Tone (b7)of the G7 Chord. 
 
Like the Chromatic Approach From Above To Chord Tone this is another commonly used tool by the BeBop 
Masters. It really gives the phrase a strong pull towards these Chord Tones. The double functionality of the 
note G in Bar 1 make the flow and sound of this phrase even stronger. 
 
Here are the G7 Chord Tones. 
 

 
 
For the purpose of this Lesson and the functionality of the Dominant Chord (G7) in this progression we are 
staying true to using the Mixolydian Scale (5th Mode of the C Major Modes) as the notes we choose to draw 
our “Scale Above” note choices from. 
 
G Mixolydian 
 

 
 
Here is the Embellished Whole Step Scale Approach From Above To Chord Tone pattern for all the Chord 
Tones for the G7 Chord 
 

 
 
You will notice that the 3rd degree (B) has only 1 note approaching it (C). This is because the concept of the 
approach is Whole Step Scale Approach From Above. 
 
A Whole Step above the note B is a (C#) a C# is Tension #11. Now this is a perfectly fine Tension and is part of 
the Lydian b7 Chord Scale, which is derived from the Melodic Minor Modes. In the Tony Grey Bass 
Academy we go in depth with all these approach patterns from Chords found within the Major and Minor 
Modes. 
 



	  

As with the Chromatic Approach From Below here are some steps to follow when practicing this stuff 
creatively. 
 

• Identify the Chord Tones all over the fingerboard and play these approaches. 
 

• Learn these approaches on each of the Strings one at a time. The reason for practicing on a single 
string is to escape the trap of learning things only as a pattern. Learning patterns and shapes is a 
good thing, but we have to be careful of developing too much muscle memory where we will end up 
playing this pattern out of habit more than musical choice. Playing and practicing on Single Strings 
really helps us hear the concept rather than just have it as another shape to play. There is a lot of 
value in this approach concept. 

 
• Once you have learned the approach pattern on the single strings, practice them in creative ways 

around your fingerboard. Create sequential lines to practice and play. 
 
If we go back another note before the G (E) in the phrase we will unearth yet another commonly used 
Approach To Chord Tone pattern. 
 
It is the Chromatic Bellow, Embellished Whole Step Scale Approach From Above To Chord Tone. 
 

 
 
Here is the Chromatic Bellow, Embellished Whole Step Scale Approach From Above To Chord Tone pattern 
for all the Chord Tones in a G7. 
 

 
 
Again practice these approaches in the same way as the “Chromatic Approach From Below To Chord Tone” 
and the “Embellished Whole Step Scale Approach From Above To Chord Tone” 



	  

Bar 2 
 
Beat 1 – Beat 2 – Beat 3 
 
Here is Bar 2 of the II V I Phrase. 
 

 
 
The line continuing on Bar 2 starts with the b7th of the Chord (F) and for the first 3 beats of Bar 2 it looks like 
we are just descending down the G Mixolydian Scale. That is one mistake in my opinion that musicians 
trying to learn BeBop vocabulary make. The way we want to train our ears is to hear how these Chord Tones 
are being connected. In this case they are being connected by Diatonic Passing Tones. Once you are aware 
of this you can start to hear this pattern in a different way. 
 

 
 
Beat 4 
 
We can look at beat 4 in 2 different ways.  
 

 



	  

1. Finishing the phrase on the note G (the Root) over the G7 Chord by using the “Embellished Whole 
Step Scale Approach From Above To Chord Tone” pattern 
 

2. Or it is anticipating the Cma7 Chord by targeting the 5th degree of the Chord (G). 
 
Either way the G functions as a Chord Tone over both Chords. 
 
We can also practice the “Embellished Whole Step Scale Approach From Above To Chord Tone” pattern over 
the Cmaj7 Chord Tones. 
 
Here are the Cmaj7 Chord Tones. 
 

 
 
Here are the “Embellished Whole Step Scale Approach From Above To Chord Tone” patterns over the Cmaj7 
Chord Tones. 
 

 
 
Practice these Chord Tone Approaches as you did with the previous ones discussed in this Lesson. 
 
At the beginning of the Video demonstration I am playing through this II V I twice through. I’m using the 
opportunity to continue in bars 3 and 4 by just improvising one of the techniques discussed in this lesson.  
 
So you can see in such a small simple sounding phrase there is a wealth of knowledge and things to be 
working on. 
 
In the whole idea and concept behind the Tony Grey Bass Academy is to take the fundamentals and learn 
to practice in a creative way through a series of structured and systemized Lessons and Courses. You take a 
phrase like this one, analyze all the elements and practice them creatively whilst training your ear. Working 
in this way really encourages and promotes you to create your own voice as a Bass Player. 
 
 
 



	  

Practice Tips For Practicing Transcriptions And Phrases 
  

• Learn to analyze the phrase you are working on and break it down like this 
 

• Try to find as many ways to practice the analysis as possible 
 

• Use the Sustained Chords to practice your findings. These Sustained Chords can be found here: 
www.tonygreybassacademy.com (WE NEED THE CORRECT LINK) 

 
• Only practice the phrases and transcriptions that move and interest you. Use your practice time 

wisely and stay organized. There is a link to a blog on the best ways to create your own practice 
schedules and how to say disciplined and organized here. (WE NEED THE LINK HERE) 

 
• Practice these phrases in all keys 

 
To accompany this Weeks Lesson Document is the Video Demonstration along with a Playalong track for the 
II V I Chord Progression in all keys. 
 
I hope you enjoyed this mini course on how to analyze phrases and transcriptions; I look forward to seeing 
you again in Week 5 for more lessons. 
 
Stay Inspired, 
Tony Grey 
 
	  


